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In this paper we perform the complete one-loop renormalization of a general Two-Higgs-Doublet
Model. We present all the vertices for this model including the ones in the scalar sector and
calculate all the counterterms of the theory.
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1 Introduction
When the LEP accelerator at CERN enters the second phase of its program, the SU(2)⊗U (1) standard
model does not need any more praise. The theory has been successfully scrutinized and the agreement
between its predictions and the experimental results is impressive (e.g. ref. [1]). Besides the eort of
large teams of devoted experimenters, this endeavour also required a number of detailed calculations
beyond the lowest order of perturbation theory. Hence, one can say that the renormalization of the
SU(2)⊗U(1) theory has passed from the formal stage of its establishment [2] into the world of practical
calculations. For this purpose it is very useful to have the review article of Aoki et al. [3] which can
be considered as a good SU(2)⊗U(1) practitioner guide. So far, it seems that such a guide does not
exist for the two-Higgs-doublet models (2HDM). This is the aim of this article.
Several reasons can be given to justify the study of the standard model with two doublets. In our
opinion, the best reason is the fact that there is no information about the Higgs sector. Hence, given
the crucial role that the scalar sector plays in the theory, it is at least prudent to explore reasonable
extensions of the minimal Higgs sector.
Over the last few years, a great deal of work has been invested in the study of several production
and decay mechanisms associated with the Higgs bosons of the 2HDM. Fortunately, this large amount
of work is beautifully and systematically presented in the Higgs Hunter’s Guide [4], which we shall
consider as our basic reference for the work done until the end of 1989.
Several authors have performed one-loop calculations in the 2HDM. After the experimental evi-
dence for a top quark mass [5], Mendez and Pomarol [6] have computed, in the unitary gauge, the
O(mt
2=MW
2) corrections to the hadronic width of the Higgs bosons. In the minimal supersymmetric
standard model (MSSM) several authors [7] have estimated the process H+ !W+γ which is forbid-
den to occur at tree level. Because of this fact the calculation can be done, including all reducible
and irreducible 3-point functions and do not require the specication of the renormalization scheme
and the calculation of the counterterms. Another relevant work with a great deal of details about
the renormalization of the MSSM is the article by Pierce and Papadoupolos [8] where they have
considered one loop corrections to the decay H ! ZZ. However, to preserve the mass sum rule for
the renormalized masses of the neutral Higgs bosons, they introduce a MS scheme to renormalize
the angle . Clearly, this is not entirely consistent with the on-shell scheme and furthermore it is
not valid in the general 2HDM. A systematic on-shell renormalization study for the Higgs and gauge
boson sectors of the MSSM was carried out by Chankowski, Pokorski and Rosiek [9]. Here we present
a similar work for a general 2HDM. The potential depends on seven real parameters rather than
three as is the case for the MSSM. On the other hand, instead of renormalizing the parameters of the
potential, as was done by Chankowski et al. [9], we renormalize the masses mH , mh, mA, and mH
+
and the angles  = tan(v2=v1) and .
2 The Higgs potential
To dene our notation we start with a brief review of the two-Higgs-doublet potential. Let i, with
i=1,2, denote two complex scalar doublets with hypercharge Y=1. Introducing the complete set of
invariants x1 = 
y
11, x2 = 
y
22, x3 = Ref
y
12g and x4 = Imf
y
12g, it is clear that the most
general SU(2) ⊗ U(1) invariant renormalizable potential depends on 14 real parameters and can be









Under CP the elds transform as
i ! e
iii (2)
with arbitrary phase i. Choosing these phases to be zero, it is immediate to conclude that an explicit
CP conserving potential, VCP , has 
2
4 = b14 = b24 = b34 = 0. Hence, VCP depends on 10 real arbitrary
parameters. However, such a potential could still break CP spontaneously [10]. In a previous paper
[11] we have shown that there are two possibilities to impose in a natural way that the potential has
only CP invariant minima. These require b13 = b23 = 0 and either 
2
3 = 0 and b33 6= b44 or 
2
3 6= 0
and b33 = b44. Here we shall use the rst version of the potential which we rewrite in the form:










4 + 5x1x2 : (3)
Notice that this 7-parameter potential obeys the discrete symmetry 1 ! −1 which is usually intro-
duced to guarantee the absence of flavour-changing neutral currents (FCNC) in the tree-level Yukawa
couplings. It is interesting to point out [11] that potentials with only CP invariant minima are con-
sistent with the absence of FCNC in the fermionic sector. Now, denoting by vi=
p
2 the vacuum


















































































+T1b1 + T2b2 + cubic and quartic terms










2v211 v1v2(3 + 5)






























The conditions for a local extreme of the potential are T1 = T2 = 0. Diagonalizing the quadratic
terms of V one obtains the mass eigenstates: 2 neutral CP-even scalar particles, H and h, a neutral
CP-odd scalar particle, A, and the would-be Goldstone boson partner of the Z, G0, a charged Higgs
eld H+and the Goldstone associated with the W boson, G+. The relations between the mass






















































For the renormalization program it is convenient to rewrite V in terms of the mass eigenstates.
After some straightforward algebra one obtains:












































































T = TH sin  + Th cos  (11b)
T = sin(TH cos− Th sin) (11c)
and  = − . As we have already pointed out, at tree-level, all T-terms are zero. So, at tree-level,
the linear terms and the mixed terms vanish and the coecients of the terms with quadratic elds,
are, as they should be, their mass squared. However, at one-loop order these statements are no longer
true, and this particular form of writing V will be useful in the derivation of the counterterms to
renormalize some scalar particles Green’s functions.
3 The lagrangean
3.1 The classical lagrangean
For completeness let us write the classical lagrangean of the standard model in the form:
LC = LYM + LF + LS + LY (12)
where LYM is the gauge boson sector of the model, LF denotes the fermionic kinetic term and their
couplings to the gauge bosons, LS stands for the scalar sector of the theory and LY denotes the
Yukawa couplings of fermion and scalar particles. The rst two terms of eq. (12) are the same for the
standard model and for the 2HDM and so there is no need to write them explicitly here. The scalar





yDi − V (1; 2) (13)
where
D = @ − ig1I




is the covariant derivative and V (1; 2) is the potential that we have discussed in the previous
paragraph. The Yukawa lagrangean is, again, a straightforward generalisation of the similar form in








where the gkij are arbitrary Yukawa constants and i and j are quark generation indices. However, to
avoid the existence of tree-level FCNC, one should impose the condition that the same scalar doublet
k does not couple to both up and down quarks. There are essentially four ways of doing this and so
there are four variations of the model. A further discussion of this point, which is not relevant for the
renormalization discussion, can be found in the Higgs Hunter’s Guide [4]. The four dierent models
will be presented in Appendix A.
3.2 The gauge xing and ghost lagrangeans
At the quantum level the action involves another contribution to the lagrangean called the gauge
xing term, LGF . The existence of such a term is by now a textbook subject. So, we can simply state













where W , A, Z are arbitrary parameters and the Z and the photon eld, A, are expressed in terms
of the original gauge elds by the equations:
Z = cos WW
3
 + sin WB (17a)
A = − sin WW
3
 + cos WB : (17b)













and the electric charge e is given in terms of the SU(2) and U(1) gauge couplings, g1 and g2 ,







We perform our calculations in the on-shell renormalization scheme and the physical parameters of
the theory are the fermion masses, the Higgs masses, the gauge bosons masses, the angles  and
, the CKM matrix elements and the electric charge, e. In this scheme, the Weinberg angle is not
an independent parameter but just a shorthand notation for the ratio of the W and Z masses, i.e.,
cos W = MW =MZ . As was stated and explained by several authors [12] an alternative scheme, which
takes advantage of the good precision of the measurements of the Fermi coupling constant, GF , is
obtained replacing MW by GF .
The introduction of LGF , which essentially removes the contribution of equivalent orbits in the
Feynman path integral, induces the existence of ghost elds. After Becchi-Rouet-Stora-Tyutin [13]
symmetry was discovered the best way to introduce the ghost contribution is to follow the method
advocated by Baulieu [14], where this symmetry is promoted to the role of replacing at quantum level
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the classical gauge symmetry. In this way, one can be sure to obtain all ghost interaction terms and
in particular the 4-point interactions1. However, with our choice of gauge xings, one could also use



















−CA @2 CA + cubic and quartic terms:
The cubic and quartic terms are similar to the ones in the standard model with the replacement
H(SM)! H cos  − h sin .
4 The renormalization program
4.1 Renormalization of the elds and parameters
So far, the elds and parameters in the quantum lagrangean are bare. When this lagrangean is used
to calculate the Green’s functions in perturbation theory, renormalized elds and couplings have to
be introduced. In fact, the calculations of some Feynman diagrams give divergent results. The use of
a regularization prescription, in our case dimensional regularization, isolates the divergences in a well
prescribed way. Furthermore, the proof of renormalizability, already obtained in 1971 [2], shows that
these ultraviolet divergencies can be absorbed by a suitable scaling of the elds and parameters of
the theory. Deciding on a renormalization scheme, in our case the on-shell scheme, xes the relation
between renormalized and unrenormalized Green’s functions. This is the general framework for the
renormalization of 2HDM that we use. However, even in the simpler standard one-Higgs model,
the same on-shell renormalization scheme can be implemented essentially in two ways. In the rst
one, followed by Bo¨hm et al. [16] the gauge boson eld renormalization, respects the original gauge
symmetry, i.e., the scaling is








The second alternative followed by Aoki et al. [3] introduces the scaling at the level of the physical





























where the bare elds are denoted by a zero subscript. At rst glance it looks as though the rst
alternative is more economical. However, this is misleading since in this scheme the gauge xing
involves 6 renormalization parameters, whereas in the second, the LGF is, essentially, unrenormalized.
Leaving aside the fermionic sector, the comparison between the renormalization parameters in the
two schemes is shown in table I.
1see ref. [14] for a further discussion of this point
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In our extension to the 2HDM we found that the second scheme turned out to be the most
convenient one. This we will explain in the following paragraph. To close this section let us dene
some of the entries in table I, in particular the ones that will be used later. The mass counterterms




























introduces the remaining wave function renormalization parameters. The counterterm T, which stands
for tadpoles is needed to cancel the one-particle irreducible Green’s functions. Later on we will come
back to this point.
4.2 Renormalization of the gauge xing
We start this discussion with the standard one-Higgs model. In the scalar part of the lagrangean, LS ,
after the symmetry breaking, two-particle mixed terms of the form iMW@
W− G
+ are generated. To
dene the propagators of the theory those terms have to be eliminated. This is obvious in the unitary
gauge where the would-be Goldstone bosons disappear, but it is also true in the R gauges where the
last term in eq. (16) gives a contribution with the opposite sign to the term that we have considered.
Clearly, if the gauge xing is renormalized, the introduction of the same relations between bare and
renormalized elds both in LS and LGF makes this cancellation true to all orders in perturbation
theory. Then one is left with no counterterm to renormalize the mixed W− G
+ two-particle Green’s
functions, represented in g 1.
















and X+(x− y) is a distribution.
The renormalization implies
















it is clear that the mixed terms remain unrenormalized. Furthermore, with the condition Z = ZW ,
all the terms in the lagrangean given by eq. (23) remain unchanged. However, if one tries to apply













Such a counterterm with the opposite sign is generated by the scalar piece of the classical lagrangean,
LS , which means that, now, the two-particle WH Green’s function is left without counterterm. For-
tunately, Baulieu [14] has proved within the BRST framework that a linear gauge xing term is not
aected by radiative corrections. So, rather than struggling with gauge xing lagrangeans with extra
 parameters, we will follow Ross and Taylor [17] in their celebrated paper and do not renormalize
LGF given by eq (16). In other words, the elds and parameters in this eq. are already assumed
to be the renormalized ones. Furthermore, in the calculation we choose A = Z = W = 1, which
corresponds to the usual Feynman-t’Hooft gauge.
4.3 One-particle irreducible Green’s functions
After the discovery of the BRST symmetry, the renormalization of gauge theories is proved using
BRST Ward identities. In the one-doublet standard model, these identities are independent of the sign
of the 2 term in the Higgs potential. Then, the proof of the renormalizability of the spontaneously
broken standard theory, follows immediately.
Recently [18], Schilling and van Nieuwenhuizen have explicitly proved the multiplicative renormal-
ization of an SU(2) gauge model. In this case, both the vacuum expectation value, v, and the scalar
eld are multiplicatively renormalized by a dierent Z factor. Hence, it is clear that, in this case, the
tree level condition −2 + v2 = 0 is not mantained in higher orders. In the potential, −2 + v2 is
the coecient of the term linear in the Higgs eld. So, in this multiplicative renormalization scheme
there will be renormalized linear terms in H.
An alternative is to introduce an additive renormalization scheme for the scalar elds. In other
words, we shift the elds by an additive constant such that their vacuum expectation value vanish
order by order. This is the scheme that we follow here.
In g.2 we show these so-called tadpole diagrams together with their counterterms chosen in such
a way that the renormalized Green’s functions vanish. These conditions, namely
H + TH = 0 (27a)
h + Th = 0 (27b)
x, order by order, the values of TH;h. Notice that, because of CP conservation, there is no tadpole
diagram for the pseudoscalar eld.
9
Naively one could assume that this corresponds simply to forget about the tadpole diagrams.
Indeed, this is the case, for any diagram that diers from a lower order one by a simple addition of a
tadpole subgraph. However, we still have to evaluate the counterterms given by eqs. (27,a,b) because
those counterterms are going to influence the results for two-point renormalized Green’s functions.
This is already seen in eq. (10) and it will be shown in the next paragraph.
4.4 Two-particle irreducible Green’s functions
In this section we discuss the renormalization of the two-point Green’s functions. The only dierences
from the standard model are in the scalar sector and in the mixing between the scalar and gauge
boson sectors. Hence, we only discuss those cases and refer to Aoki [3] for the remaining two-point
functions.
Let us start by showing that the bilinear scalar terms in the tree level Lagrangean have exactly
the same form that in the one-Higgs SM Lagrangean. Using again only the charged sector as an





























where the two elds ai are eigenstates of SU(2), x1 = v1=v = cos, x2 = v2=v = sin and v
2 = v21 +v
2
2 .





































+ h:c: : (31)
As we have seen, the relations between the SU(2) eigenstates (a1 and a2) and the mass eigenstates












−, appears in eq. (31) which
means that there are no extra terms in the mixing. On the other hand, the terms (29) and (30) can


















= cos2( + ) + sin2( + ) = 1 (34)
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and, of course, this relation holds to any order of perturbation theory.
We can now start the renormalization program from the tree-level Lagrangean. The renormalized





























Now we have to nd the counterterms for the two point functions. The bilinear terms in the La-
















































G− + h:c: :
Using the usual recipe for on-shell renormalization, that is, demanding that the pole stays at the




























































With these six equations we can determine the ve renormalization constants. Notice the explicit
appearance of the tadpole counterterms. There is one dependent equation due to a Ward identity in
the charged sector, which is:
< 0jT@W+ @
W− j0 > −iMW < 0jTG
+@W− j0 >
+iMW < 0jT@W+ G
−j0 > +M2W < 0jTG
+G−j0 >= 0 :
(40)
Finally let us discuss the mixed terms in the charged sector. Bearing in mind the discussion about
the gauge xing Lagrangean in the previous section, the counterterms can be taken from



















H+ + h:c: :
(41)
The gauge xing Lagrangean (23) will cancel the tree level terms in (41) and so, the nal mixed
Lagrangean is, in fact, a counterterm Lagrangean for the self-energies WG and WH. Notice that we
did not explicitly introduce any counterterms for the Green’s functions WG and WH. So, we end up



























The complete set of counterterms for the scalar and mixed sectors can be found in Appendix B.
4.5 Three-particle irreducible Green’s functions
In the on-shell renormalization scheme that we have adopted, the gauge couplings g1 and g2 are not












Then, in the one-Higgs model, only one further renormalization constant Y = e=e remains to be
xed. This is simply done by imposing the condition
u(mf )Γ

Ru(mf )jk!0 = uγ
u (44)
for any charged fermion, where ΓR is the renormalized three-point photon fermion vertex. Usually,
following the traditional QED prescription, where the Thompson limit was introduced to dene
 = e2=(4), one uses the electron as the charged fermion. However, the universality of the on-shell
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charge, guarantees that one can use any charged fermion. Since the theory is by itself well dened,











+(p− q)(p):(q) + (q − k):p(q)] = 0 :
Besides the gauge coupling renormalization, xed by the photon coupling, the W quark-quark
vertex requires the additional renormalization of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix.
For the standard one-Higgs model this renormalization of the CKM matrix was evaluated by Denner
and Sack [19]. In this article we extend this analysis to the 2HDM.
Let us consider the decay W+ ! uIdj , where I, j= 1, 2, 3 are the generation indices (upper case
for up quarks). At tree-level the decay amplitude is






uI(mI) 6 γLv(mj): (47)
At one-loop, in the on-shell renormalization scheme the self-energy corrections to the external legs
vanish and the proper vertex diagrams give an amplitude T v1 that can be written in the form
T v1 = VIjTo; (48)
where  stands for the result of the loop calculation. To obtain the full one-loop amplitude one has































Now we have to face the problem of imposing some conditions to x the CKM counterterms VIj .
Denner and Sack [19] have split the quark wave-function renormalization parameters, ZL into its




(ZL + ZL) +
1
2
(ZL − ZL) (51)













It is possible to prove [19] that VIj is needed precisely to cancel the divergent contribution to the
righthand side of eq. (52). Hence, the use of eq. (52) to x also the nite piece of VIj is a possible
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choice. Alternatively, one could select four physical Wqq decay processes and impose the vanishing
of T1 for these decays. In this case, the transitions W
+ ! ud; W+ ! us; W+ ! ub and t ! bW+
could form an interesting set. However, this process has the clear disavantage of shifting all one-loop
correction to some amplitudes.
Since the renormalization of the CKM matrix vanish in the limit of degenerate down quark masses,
most loop corrections to the W decay process are done in this approximation. This is equivalent to
drop the last term in eq. (50) and, in the same term, to replace the sum over J and i simply by the
J=I and j=i contributions. Hence, in this approximation T1 is directly proportional to a single CKM
element, VIj. As far as we know all standard model analysis of the values of the CKM matrix elements
are done in this approximation. In fact, the work of Denner and Sack has shown that the error of
this approximation is of the order 10−6, far smaller than any other theoretical and experimental
uncertainties.
In the 2HDM, one can do a similar analysis with the dierence that there are further contributions
to the irreducible vertex and to ZL coming from diagrams with neutral and charged Higgs. Because
some of these vertices could be enhanced by the factor tan (cot ), one could expect to see such
enhancement in the result.
In the 2HDM there are two further couplings,  and , that need to be renormalized. This can be
done imposing some physical conditions on the renormalized three-point or four-point scalar vertex
functions. There are in this model 8 cubic and 14 quartic vertices among the neutral and charged
Higgs and any two of those can be selected. However, most of these vertices have a complicated
dependence on the angles and, furthermore, without knowing the Higgs masses it is dicult to select
a physical process like for instance H ! hh. Luckily, the vertices eeh and He which induce the
tree-level decays h ! e+e− and H− ! e−, have a simple dependence on the angles (see table II)
and, at the same time, we already know that the present bounds on the Higgs masses allow these
decays to occur.
In a recent calculation [20] of the top-loop contribution to the decay H+ ! hW+, where the
vertex depends only on the combination  − , we renormalize ( − ) using the corresponding
process H+ ! HW+. In the absence of any information on Higgs scattering and Higgs leptonic
decays this is perhaps the only consistent way to proceed.
Acknowledgements
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A Feynman rules
In this appendix we present the Feynman rules for the interactions involving scalar elds. All other
interactions are standard and can be found in [3]. We have chosen the Feynman-t’Hooft gauge and
followed the convention that all the momenta in the vertices are incoming.
We start by dening the following quantities:
A  cos
3  sin+ sin3  cos
B  cos
3  cos+ sin3  sin
C  sin
3  cos  + cos3  sin
D  cos
3  cos  − sin3  sin :
In the Yukawa lagrangean, the fermions can couple with the scalars in four dierent and independent
ways, with no flavour changing. The couplings for those models are shown in table II. In Model I
only 2 couples to all fermions; in Model II 2 couples to the quarks and 1 coulpes to the leptons; in
Model III 2 couples to the up quarks and to the leptons and 1 couples to the down quarks; nally
in Model IV 2 couples to the up quarks and 1 couples to the down quarks and the leptons. The two
Higgs doublets 1 and 2 are dened in the expression (4). These couplings will be used in section
A.3.
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HG+G+ − ig2MW cos M
2
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(M2HA sin 2 sin  +M
2










(M2HA sin 2 sin  +M
2























(4M2hD sin 2 cos  +M
2
H sin


































































sin 2 (cos AM
2











sin 2 (cos AM
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sin 2 (sin 2 cos
2 M2H − 2 sin DM
2









sin 2 (sin 2 cos
2 M2H − 2 sin DM
2









sin 2 (2 cos CM
2
H − sin








sin 2 (2 cos CM
2
H − sin








sin 2 (4 cos CM
2
H + sin 2 sin 2M
2









sin 2 (sin 2 sin 2M
2
H + 4 cos DM
2









sin 2 (4 cos CM
2
H + sin 2 sin 2M
2









sin 2 (sin 2 sin 2M
2
H + 4 cos DM
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2 M2H + cos











2 M2H + cos


































































































































−mdi(1− γ5) +muj(1 + γ5)
i
23
A.4 Gauge boson-scalar vertices
hZZ −igMW sin g
hW+ W
−
 −igMW sin g
HZZ igMW cos g
HW+ W
−






















































H+H−AZ −2ie2 cot2(2W )g


















HhW A cos 
ig2 sin(W )
2 g
HhW Z cos 
ig2 sin(W )
2 tan(W )g
GHW A cos 
ig2 sin(W )
2 g
GHW Z cos 
ig2 sin(W )
2 tan(W )g
HHW A sin 
ig2 sin(W )
2 g




GhW A − sin 
ig2 sin(W )
2 g
GhW Z − sin 
ig2 sin(W )
2 tan(W )g
GW A iMW eg
GW Z iMW e tan W g
AH
+H− ie(pH+ − pH−)
ZH
+H− −ie cot(2W )(pH+ − pH−)
AG
+G− ie(pG+ − pG−)
ZG

















sin (pG0 − ph)
W H






h i cos  g2(pH − ph)
W G
H i cos  g2(pG − pH)
W H
H i sin  g2(pH − pH)
W G





CH − igMW2 cos 
C






















































































































= 0 : (B - 6)
The CP-odd scalar sector has ve renormalization constants to be determined, ZAA, ZG0G0, ZAG0 ,
ZG0A and M
2
A , because the Goldstone boson G0 is massless. From the following set of 6 equations

























= 0 (B - 9)
d
dq2




























= 0 : (B - 12)
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Finally, the charged sector behaves like the CP-even one. The ve renormalization constants to
be determined are, in this case, ZH+H+ , ZG+G+ , ZH+G+ , ZG+H+ and M
2

























= 0 (B - 15)
d
dq2






























= 0 : (B - 18)
The quantities T and T are dened in equations (11).
B.1.2 Mixed counterterms


















































































: (B - 24)
B.2 Three and four-point functions
In this section we present the counterterms for the three and four-point functions involving scalar
and other elds. The scalar-scalar couterterms will not be shown since Higgs scattering and Higgs
decay involving scalar particles only, in both inicial and nal states, is already calculated at tree level
and was never observed experimentally. So, there is no point in doing loop corrections to processes
not yet observed. However it is staightforward to deduce any of those counterterms: rst rewritte
the scalar lagrangean as a function of the renormalized elds; then group all terms with the same
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number and type of elds; the factor that multipies those elds is the eld renormalization factor;
nally renormalize the coupling.
All along this section we concentrate on the eld renormalization. We use γ instead of A to
represent the photon eld so that it will not be confused with the pseudo-scalar eld A. The parameter
renormalization is written simbolically as gijk and gijkl where i,j,k and l are the elds in the vertex.
These quantities are determined by a simple variation of the independent parameters in the vertex.
We have chosen as free parameters the particle masses, the electric charge, the two angles in the scalar
sector ( and ) and the four independent angles in the CKM matrix. We use several constants as
a bookeeping to make the vertex expressions simpler. Among them are g, the SU(2) gauge constant,
W , the Weinberg angle, the angle  =  −  and the couplings expressed in table 2. The rst three
































() = −  : (B - 27)
The parameter renormalization in the vertices is easily calculated and so we will just give an


















 : (B - 29)
B.2.1 1 scalar + 2 gauge
hZZ ghZZZ
1=2



















































































































B.2.2 2 scalar + 2 gauge
hhZZ ghhZZZhhZZZ + gHHZZZHhZZZ + ghhZZ
HHZZ gHHZZZHHZZZ + ghhZZZhHZZZ + gHHZZ
hhγγ ghhZZZhhZZγ + gHHZZZHhZZγ
33
























































 ghhWWZhhZW + gHHWWZHhZW + ghhWW
HHW+ W
−












AAZZ gAAZZZAAZZZ + gG0G0ZZZG0AZZZ + gAAZZ
G0G0ZZ gG0G0ZZZG0G0ZZZ + gAAZZZAG0ZZZ + gG0G0ZZ
34
AAγγ gAAZZZAAZZγ + gG0G0ZZZG0AZZγ
















































































































































































































































































































































































 gH+H−WWZH+H−ZW + gG+G−WWZG+H−ZW + gH+H−WW
G+G−W+ W
−


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































B.2.3 2 scalar + 1 gauge











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































B.2.4 1 scalar + 2 fermions
In this section we present the counterterms for the scalar-fermion interactions. For the interactions
with the neutral particles,  i, will stand for up and down quarks, and charged leptons. For the
interactions with the charged scalar particles we will use upper-case letters for fermions with I3 = −1=2
and lower-case for I3 = 1=2. To simplify the form of the counterterms [gijk]L will stand for the left
part of the coupling (proportional to γL) and [gijk]R will stand for the right part of the same coupling.






L γL + Z
1=2








1=2γL : (B - 31)
The counterterms are:
















Hh + g i ih
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hH + g i iH

















+ g i iA














































































































































+ g j JG+
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i ; i = 1; 2 0
LS Z; v; 




Table I: The Renormalization schemes of Bo¨hm et al. and Aoki et al.





































e − cot  tan − cot  tan
d − cot  − cot  tan tan
Table II: Coupling constants for the fermion-scalar interactions
FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1. WG and WH mixing.
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